What does it mean to be AWED BY GOD?
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RECALL a time that you were awed and amazed. Share your
story with your group.
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ASK: “Have you ever experienced something that
was awesome?”
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How is saying something is “awesome”
like worshipping God?
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Let your group know that you are going to have a little
competition. You can divide your group into groups of two
if you like.
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ASK: “How many things can you remember from this story?”
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Read Acts 2:43-47 to your group. Over ten things happen during
this story. See if your group can remember more than 10.
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How can we worship God this week?
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Help your group brainstorm as many different ways you can
worship God. See if you can think of more than 5
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Review this week’s Compass Point: “We worship when we
say WOW.”
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ASK: “What will you commit to do this week to worship God
in a new way?”
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Pass out the prayer cards and ask your group to write
down the commitment they made so you can pray for them
this week.
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